135 Golden Apples were submitted by students during the Winter 2015 semester. The Golden Apples acknowledge the hard work, dedication, and extraordinary impact that our UM-Flint faculty has had on our students. Congratulations to all!

Winter 2015 recipients include:

Mark Allison  |  Lenwood Hayman  |  Margie Murray-Wright
Jennifer Alvey |  Christopher Heidenreich | Sharon Namenye
Ryan Bean    |  Thomas Henthorn  |  Paula Nas
Allen Bellamy |  Bernadette Hilliker | Jeremiah Olson
Amelia Biehl |  Cynthia Holzer  |  Hisyar Ozsoy
Brian Blume  |  Terrence Horgan  |  Biswajit Panja
Erica Britt  |  Min-Hui Huang  |  Albert Price
Julie Broadbent |  William Irwin | Jeff Price
Jessica Camp |  Mary Jo Kietzman | Roberto Rinaldi
Judith Carlisle | Nicholas Kingsley | Sandra Ritter
Carrie Chanter |  Jamie Koonmen | Stephanie Roach
Elizabeth Collardey |  Elke Kramer | Ken Schilling
Amy Collings |  Timothy Kranz  |  Karen Schultes
Traci Currie  |  Jenny LaChance  |  Suzanne Selig
Vicky Dawson  |  Michele Lambaria | Ronald Stamper
Stephanie Dean |  Lisa Lapeyrrouse | Daniel Streetman
Danielle DeLaMare |  Dave Larsen | Joseph Sucic
Adam Dill    |  Regina Laurie  |  Laura Sutton
Christopher Douglas |  Kim Laux | Charlotte Tang
Alla Dubrovich |  Marsha Lesley  |  Terry Thompson
Dana Dyson   |  Kelly Levinstein | Maureen Thum
Emily Feuerherm |  Philip Longstreet | Shu-Yi Tu
Matthew Fhaner |  Josh May  |  Mojtaba Vaziri
Jan Furman   |  Michael McCarthy | Benedicté Veillet
Rajib Ganguly |  Marilyn McFarland | Charles Vergon
Stephanie Gelderloos |  Marianne McGrath | James Wade
Nancy Gouin  |  Juan Mestas  |  Tayseer Wasif
Nancy Grigg  |  Christopher Molnar | Monique Wilhelm
Lixing Han   |  Otrude Moyo  |  Teresa Yoder-Nowak
Roy Hanashiro |  Doug Mueller  |  Rebecca Zeiss

For more information or questions, please contact the Thompson Center for Learning and Teaching at tclt-email@umflint.edu or call us at 237-6508.